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5.1 Scoring(Strategy(According!to!the!SAE!Aero!Design!competition!rules![1],!the!flight!score!(FS)!is!given!by! ! ! !" = 2− !" ∗ !" ∗ 120! ! ! ! ! ! (1)!where!EW!is!the!empty!weight!in!pounds!and!PF!is!the!payload!fraction.!This!can!also!be!rewritten!in!terms!of!payload!weight!(PW).!! ! !" = (2− !") ∗ !"!"!!" ∗ 120! ! ! ! ! (2)!Analyzing!the!derivatives!of!this!equation!revealed!that!reducing!empty!weight!is!far!more!advantageous!than!increasing!the!payload!weight.!For!this!reason,!the!team!chose!to!pursue!the!minimum!possible!empty!weight,!while!still!meeting!the!requirements!for!minimum!payload!size.!Based!on!historical!data!from!previous!teams![3][4],!the!team!set!an!initial!target!empty!weight!of!0.5lb.!


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































!Judge!3,!Page!2.!Feedback.!Cells!from!top!to!bottom!correspond!to!Technical!Content,!Configuration! Selection,! Stability! &! Control,! Weight! Buildup,! Propulsion,! Performance!Analyses,!and!Stress!Analysis! !
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